Student Government of Loyola Chicago
March 1st, 2016, 4:00 PM
Kasbeer Hall, Watertower Campus
Senate Minutes

I. Roll Call
   a. Speaker Kelley calls meeting to order at 4:07 PM.
   b. Absent: Sen Wenker

II. Visitors & Guest Speakers
   a) MV Transit & Campus Transportation
      MV transportation operates 8 ride service. Few months ago invited to talk about technology and how to integrate that with 8 ride. Been working on responsive website – works on handhelds and laptops. Allow users / students to associate accounts with different accounts – Facebook, twitter, and google. To type in predetermined location, can click on example like Mertz and can click a destination such as Coffey Hall and then one clicks request a ride. Once you’ve booked a ride you can view a map that shows the pickup location, drop off and where the vehicle is on its way. Adding a driver app that will cut down on radio chatter, drives will see requests from a mobile device. Created an operations portal to see MV staff to continue reservations if students choose to do it that way. Also created screens for operations staff that displays all vehicles in the fleet.
         i. Sen McNelis: Thanks for coming out. What are the plans for publicizing the app so students are aware?
            1. Rep: Minor launch on the 13th, student help would be nice. Send out communication and also calls to the 8 ride will mention it.
         ii. Sen Gutierrez: From student perspective, can you make reservation per place or one works for a group?
            1. Rep: One through people, looking to make find me button in the future for more.
         iii. Sen Anderson: App from normal website or will students be able to download it through the app store on their phone?
            1. Rep: They will be able to use their mobile browser, they will be given a URL.
         iv. Sen Flowers: When will it go up?
            1. Rep: Targeting beginning of next school year
         v. Sen Bayo: Do you think this will cut down wait time?
            1. Rep: Definitely, think so – will be using better algorithm.
            a. Sen Bayo: What’s the problem now for wait time?
               i. Rep: We think it has to do with radio chatter, system may not be scheduling trips as efficiently as it could be.
            vi. Sen Gutierrez: Is there a way to schedule a trip ahead of time?
               a. Rep: Not currently but it is on the road map.

b) Phil Hale, Office of Governmental Relations
   a. I am Loyola VP for government affairs. Work in city hall, I advise inside government. Pleasure to be here. Thank you for the work you all have done. This is pure politics and power politics. Governor’s position is that before budget is passed certain infrastructure needs to be changed. Changes for collective bargaining. Includes changes to workers comp. Democrats argue this has nothing to do and that these two should not be linked. Waiting to see who’s going to give first. Couple things to bear in mind, fiscal year ends June 30th. Spending authority does exist for K – 12. Something the government supported and signed into law. Everything sent to governor
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he vetoed. A lot of services such as pay roll for public employees or courts themselves or corrections number of things that if you add them up 90% has spending authority. Reason this is important, based it on last year’s and the problem with that is they kept the revenue. Last year state income was 5% and now it’s 3%. Spending at levels that supported 5 when we only have 3. Begin with 4 billion dollar deficit, state of Illinois. Reason I’m harping on this is there are 2 things that have to get done. State has to approve spending authority for MAP. Piece of legislation that the legislature passes, spending authority for MAP and for CC’s. Governor says there’s no revenue for it, if it passes, there’s no way to pay for it. Controller has the check book for the state of Illinois. Waiting period is 6-9 months. Even if spending authority were done

a. Sen Gutierrez: After 9 months does that add to states deficit?

i. Hale: Yes if there is no new revenue, then it would add to it. Good question. So going to talk about lobbying activity. When governor introduced budget for fiscal year, he kept MAP in it – again he’s supportive of it. He cut higher education but didn’t cut MAP. Led an opportunity to get MAP increased. Ended up quasi-successful. Increase in – compromise is level funding. Strategy, so far it’s working, hard to say. FICU – three major sectors, CC’s public 4 years and private schools. We work with all the privates, Loyola also talks directly to legislators. We’ve had governor’s secretary on campus at Arrupe so she could see how important that is. We met with the Speaker to have lunch. Grass roots activities. Tweets, phone calls, postcards etc. all delivered to the governor’s office. 100,000. That definitely got the governor’s attention he did veto 2043, which we expected and wanted it in order to make a noise which it did. Arrupe is unique and so are the students. 50% of students dependent on MAP. Governor wants to replicate other places, but it only works with MAP. Legislature is meeting this week. Because it’s a senate bill, they have first crack of override. The issue is the House, super majority on paper. But every Dem has to be there and all of them have to vote for the override. A lot of politics going on. Part of this, governor may have said that higher education isn’t be funded because of the Speaker. Blame game going on. Going down there, just to be there tomorrow. Speaker mention Friday that he does plan on moving some sort of legislation. Governor’s plan is to use fund sweeps to support higher ed. Map and most of higher education are supported by general budget. Some of them have surpluses so he wants to use authority to sweep those and use it there. Can’t emphasize how election in 2 weeks factors into this. March 15th is the primary in Illinois. State reps on ballot. Couple of key races, test of will for those running. One of them is Tim Duncan, know him pretty well, he’s been to Arrupe. Outcome of that one race is going to be pretty significant.

A. Sen Shehaiber: I may have missed it, what does this mean for students at Loyola that receive this?

a. Hale: Current fiscal year, we did include MAP awards in financial aid packages for those that qualified, technically subject to appropriation. We aren’t going to ask students to pay for it.
That’s a 10 million hit. Going to have to figure out how to cover that. This is all still somehow hypothetical. We have always wanted to first take care of our students. Next year is a different question, you may have heard DePaul say they will do it for new students for next fall. Part of the reason they are doing it is marketing, it sends a dangerous signal to general assembly. We don’t want them to think somehow we are accommodating this. Going to lose amount of money if we cover grant or students may drop out, these are not good outcomes. We haven’t decided about next year yet. In process of seeing what we can do. Want to take care of seniors and those close to graduation.

i. Sen Shehaiber: I was late to file FASFA, at the end they tell you what you are eligible, Pell was on there?

ii. Hale: That’s something you should discuss with the financial aid office. Typically what happens with MAP, they set FASFA deadline. I don’t know why you wouldn’t have seen that encourage you to talk to financial aid.

1. Sen Shehaiber: Email that said they had money for it, and the first they get it. Those that run out run out?
   a. Hale: Different than Pell, may run deficit may be surplus. MAP doesn’t do it that way. One more thing, some of you may know others of you have been supportive. MAP advocacy task force. I understand Senate is interested in this, I’m very glad. I’d like to say we’re done but that’s naïve, we have a lot more work ahead. The more we can get involved the better.

2. Sen Bayo: Would you say there is no way Loyola could fund MAP grant without raising tuition?
   a. Hale: We haven’t decided what we’re going to do. Long term a 10 million dollar deficit is not sustainable, have to do something, unsure what currently.
      i. Sen Bayo: How much does Loyola make a year? I feel like Loyola should have enough to fund for that
         1. Hale: Have closer to $140 million in financial aid, $10 million turns out to be a lot. Sue Illinois for reliance, talk of this. Been reliable for students and for Loyola for years.
             a. Sen Bayo: Not decided on what to do, but unable to fund students who receive MAP grant currently – thoughts on making Loyola accessible?
                i. Hale: We’re not there yet, we know we aren’t making changes to current year but still haven’t made decisions about what’s next. Thank you for having me and for all of your hard work.

- Sen Burghard, Mifsud, Sheu, Mitchell, Hummel, Day are recognized.
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III. Approval of the Minutes
- Minutes are approved.

IV. Unfinished Business
a) The Student Feedback Website Initiative Resolution
   a. Sen Mannam: What was proposed for amendment?
   b. Speaker Kelley: Second clause
      i. Sen Henry: Do we have to reference mission statement?
   1. Sen Philbrick: Brought up that last meeting, reference to what?
   2. Sen Dumbauld: Second clause doesn’t speak positively about our organization, in a time for recreating rebranding, we don’t want that light on SGLC.
   3. Sen Flowers: Striking it with SGLC can utilize this method this tool to gain feedback from LUC community.
      a. Speaker Kelley: What tool?
         i. Sen Flowers: The website.
      b. Sen Henry: The tool could be standardized method?
         i. Speaker Kelley: Is that your amendment?
            1. Sen Flowers: Currently second whereas kind of degrades what we are doing here. I don’t think we should discredit our work. This is a more constructive way to write this.
            ii. Sen Philbrick: I like this wording but at last senate meeting we had talked about this –
   4. Sen Flowers: We don’t need to publicize that we are ineffective
      a. Sen Mitchell: For the clause we just amended, can we use first line and add to yours because I feel like alone it’s not specific.
         i. Sen Flowers: Whereas SGLC could utilize a standardized method to gauge the needs and opinions of the students body and
            1. Sen McNelis: Interpretation for me is that members of Student Govt will be in charge of it and running not the University, is that what we are designing it to be?
               a. Sen Burghard: I feel like it currently says implicitly says we haven’t gauged them already and want to connect them.
               b. Sen Mifsud: I like the amendment and amendment but could add the word further gauge, it’s further engaging, another way to do it.
   5. Speaker Kelley: Can I pose the meaning we were trying to convey is what was originally stated?
      a. Sen Philbrick: Adding to further engage sounds better.
      - Vote on amendment to amendment.
      - Amendment passes.
      - Motion passes
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- Amendment passes

6. Sen Philbrick: I really think we should pass this because it’s time to have a standard way to gather student feedback. I don’t know if you’ve all experienced tabling, but often people walk past tabling – with website if someone has pertinent thought or need. I think website could be really helpful to student body.
   a. Sen Pazik: this looks great, lots of research. This legislation would be great way to standardize student response.

- Sen Dumbauld motion to original question
- Motion passes

- Sen Hornik recognized.
- Sen Linder is recognized.

V. Reports
  a) Standing Committees
    1. Academic Affairs (Chair Philbrick)
       ▪ Thanks for passing legislation. Moving this to funding and have conversation with Jane Neufeld. Eventually talk to budget review committee to try to accommodate this.
    2. Allocations (Chair Henry)
       ▪ Everything’s in the written report, any questions let me know.
    3. Facilities & Transportation (Chair Pazik)
       ▪ Tabling was successful, not much to report. Have a great Spring Break.
    4. Justice (Chair Shehaiber)
       ▪ Tomorrow going to WILL, Empow“her”, tabling and giving out resources. Will be meeting with Ryan Sorrell CCMA on Thursday.
    5. Residents, Commuters, & Dining (Chair Flowers)
       ▪ Tomorrow sustainability tour 2 PM. Talking about sustainability methods used in dining halls. Interested email Meghan. No committee meeting this week.
    6. Safety & Wellness (Chair Gandhi)
       ▪ Jack McCusker working on logo, come by our office you’ll see we drafted legislation for referendum. Thursday we will be holding photo campaign 5-7.

b) Special & Ad Hoc Committees
  1. The Spring Election Board (Chair LaGrone)
     ▪ Spring Election Packets are due this Friday. Candidate meetings are mandatory and I have put them on the screen since not all of you have attended one yet.
     ▪ Need you all to get on your computers right now and share the awesome image Jack has shared. Very important.
     ▪ Any questions, concerns, or comments please reach out to me and Ryan.
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2. The Food Recovery Network Committee (Sen McNelis)  
   - Things going well – Mike Jake and Kristen met with dining hall folks. Work approval from Aramark office and need that green light to move forward. We’ve been talking to RSO’s and Greek life to get support and word out that we are doing this. Meeting changed from 6:30 to 6  
   - Dumbauld any of you in organizations’ that you think we should talk to, let us know. Would love to reach out.

3. The Demonstration Policy Review Committee (Chair Flowers)  
   - Nothing to report.

4. The Budget Review Committee  
   - Sen McNelis: We’re meeting after Senate today, we’ll be talking today. You wanted the finalized budget proposal by when?  
     - Speaker Kelley: By break. That will be presented to Senate to approve before moving forward.  
     - McNelis: Going to be emailing chairs, if we could get responses to those by 5 PM tomorrow would help us to get this done on time.

5. The Constitutional Review Committee (Chair Mannam)  
   - Just getting started, met this morning with Sen Linder and Sen Chmielewski and assigned each person part to look over. If you’re on CRC and haven’t met with me, it’d be important to talk with me. Would like to send out form to Senate to receive input on things you think need to be changed or added  
   - Dumbauld are you still accepting nominations to sit on committee?  
     - Speaker Kelley: Capped at 6, 6 on.

6. The Green Initiative Fund Committee (Chair Hashwani)  
   - Sen Pazik defer to Sundal  
     - Legislation on hold trying to get different departments of school involved.

   b) The Judicial Board  
      a. No report.

   c) The Executive Board (Pres Chavez)  
      a. Happy Birthday Sen Mitchell from Monday!  
      b. Sang Happy Birthday as directed by Pres Chavez.  
      c. I feel like I haven’t see you all in quite some time. Last Tuesday I was in Maywood. Meeting went fabulous. Presented to BOT. Usually when transition new presidency present to BOT, goals and things. I had to present due to Michael resigning. BOT appreciates all of the hard work of what we’ve been doing. They shared our press release to all of BOT that met on Wednesday. People that far up know we exist but so awesome they are all so engaged and know what’s been going on with us and the things we’ve been working on an acknowledge what we’ve been going through and how we are moving past it. I hope you all do feel empowered, that’s important to me because that’s
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what we send to the rest of the University. In my meeting we had panel with students of color talk about their experience on campus. It was nice having contact with decision makers of the University. Next thing I want to talk about is we met with OSCCR on Thursday, finally talked about our sanctions. We got our service project to be the in service that we held prior. If you are interested in doing another service project, reach out to me. Other two were deadlines, got them extended to April 1\textsuperscript{st} instead of today. Communications plan – platform, asking for SGLC to state priorities for rest of term. So conversation turned into how ot figure out how to have some stable transitioning mechanisms so we can continue moving forward. There currently aren’t any transitions. Must have chairs and exec have transition plans to be written. All of execs are compiling transition information. - look to articles and figure specifics at what happened at demonstration. We asked for later so CRC can do their work. Recently I’ve been in communications with President at Loyola Marymount, they want us to sign to a statement that created about race talks on campus. Had some wording about national Jesuit student association. Spoke with Exec and we wanted to look into it, and research showed that Creighton President had created it. Compromised of Jesuit student governments. I can send it in an email with more detail but just wanted to get a feel about what you all think to what to do about this. We’re one of the few that have not signed it yet. Procedure that needs to be followed.

i. Speaker Kelley: Option on floor are – president is allowed to act on spokesperson on things Senate has taken action on. Essentially is we have the opportunity to consider this statement as something we want to put our names on!

a. Pres Chavez: Brought it to attention of SGLC, reached out to LMU and just wanted to get a feel for what you guys think. Will send it to Carlyn so she can send it out to you all.

ii. Sen Bayo: I’d say regardless of existence brief overview, sounds like something our campus needs to be a part of. The wording at the end sounds powerful and it is relevant and something we should advocate for full fledge.

iii. Sen Chmielewski: Did you see any negatives?

i. Pres Chavez: I think we could polish the wording a little.

1. Chmielewski: Besides wording nothing else?

a. Pres Chavez: The thing is we started doing this before this was created so when we were having a conversation, this is important but we already acted upon it. We can say that the message is great and offer statement because there’s no direct action with this statement. Big alarm what’s the ask in the letter. We told LMU president and he didn’t add much or answer that question.

iv. Speaker Kelley: Based on conversations we had no hard ask and basically says we agree with Jesuit mission. It’s almost as if signing letter acknowledge that there was a possibility that we aren’t
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a. Pres Chavez: The dilemma with exec. – We are trying to compile info.

v. Sen Philbrick: Doesn’t it look worse that we don’t sign up- statement of solidarity. Even if we are one of 3 of 28 that haven’t.

a. Pres Chavez: Main reason we did not know if they even existed.

i. Sen Shehaiber: If other schools signed it, just acknowledging that?

1. Sen McNelis: The content sounds great sounds fishy that we are the last to hear about it and first to wonder or question about the legitimacy of this organization. Seems fine. Not acknowledging, nothing we don’t have flaws with.

vi. Sen Mannam: In order to be a part of this it would have to be through legislation. Take out NSJA.

a. Pres Chavez: They’ve been trying to get us to sign. Brought his attention to that, we can change the wording. Can have conversation to change wording, can start internal process.

i. Advisor Moore: Add on issue with NSJA if this becomes legislation, can’t make amendments to it, accepting as it is and put name on it. We wouldn’t be adjusting the language.

b. Sen Day: 20 something universities said but can’t change it and 20 something already signed it, if we were to try to change the language it would void what they signed. Would become messy.

i. Pres Chavez: Yeah he said he would reach out to other presidents.

vii. Sen Mannam: If it has to be legislation, would it be adopting it or read like legislation?

a. Speaker Kelley: Legislation itself would ratify this. Student government would pass it as a statement in support of this as it is written. If we are waiting on it to be amended. Reiterate since there is no recognized, there is no accountability and to write into. Concern we brought up. Hypothetical example, if someone writes in something – who would we go to? Don’t have someone to hold accountable.

i. Sen Philbrick: Do we have to actually do legislation, or like encouraged motion to encourage you to sign like we did in the past?

1. Speaker Kelley: I don’t see a problem with it, lack of accountability. Signing our names to something living and breathing outside of our control.

ii. Sen Hornik: If something were to go wrong, would main sponsor be held responsible?
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1. Speaker Kelley: We wouldn’t have any formal structure.

d. Pres Chavez: Went to NJSL held in Buffalo. Started because all student governments met to discuss, theme was to say we should act together more. When race picked up LMU wrote it and wanted to integrate other universities.
   i. Sen Pazik: Is this time sensitive?
      a. Pres Chavez: My claims to him made it slow down because he can’t answer my questions. He reached out last month, talked to exec about what we’re going to do. Been on the phone with him to figure out what it is. AJCU – he’s reached out to his advisor to figure out if it’s legitimate or not.
      b. Sec LaGrone: We talked a lot about this at exec and I think before making any final decisions about whether or not we should go through with this, it’s imperative you all take the time to review the document and the constitution of the organization at question. I can send you all this information in an email.
         i. Sundal: This is not our only opportunity to write something about this, don’t think it’s that crucial, we have our opportunities.
   e. Pres Chavez: Good luck with midterms.
      i. Speaker Kelley: Thanks for productive conversation. I do wonder how we allocate our time, the next 20 minutes used to drastically improve accessibility and campus race climate that we could focus on. Not to say that this letter isn’t without merit, can bring this closer to home and impact students elected to represent
         a. Sen Mitchell: Don’t we have a climate forum soon?
            i. Speaker Kelley: Yes.

d) The Advisors (Moore)
   a. Release of demonstration policy. Listening period we are in right now. 14 days. Gotten some minor feedback. If anyone feels strongly, I encourage to engage in that opportunity. Moratorium will be lifted after spring break.
      i. Dumbauld: When is it released?
         a. Moore: Policy released will had revised fixed exhibit portion that is brand new.

- Furthermore, senior sendoff April 18th. Able to sign up only through email.
- Damen Ball April 22nd.
- Tomorrow is deadline to take mandatory off campus living seminar. This year it’s online. You can do it anywhere. Today is Super Tuesday. Want to bring to your attention, primary is the 15th of March. If you’re not from IL, check where you are registered and engage that process.
   ii. Sen Farquhar: How are you?
      a. Moore: Doing well. Not sure who’s responsible but nominated by Staff Member of the Year by students. This is the nicest thing in all of my career- means so much.
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iii. Self-Care Tip.

VI. New Business & Discussion

a) Internal Elections

Kristen Courage: So most of you I hope recognize me. Junior. Been to most meetings, feel like I’ve never left. My work with FRN, really want to move that forward. I also am really focused on minority advancement on this campus. Really excited to work with Sen Dumbauld of mental health and wellness – underrepresented. Need to pay attention to it.

- Sen Mifsud motion to close meeting 5:59 PM.
- Motion to re-open the meeting at 6:02 PM.
Kristen Courage takes the oath of office.

b) MAP Advocacy Committee

Sen Mannam: More we talk about MAP, more need to push for to establish ad hoc committee to further advocacy and use legislation –

- Sen Burghard: About how much time commitment?
  - Mannam could not It is a big issue but probably a committee meeting each week. Depends on how much you take on.
  - McNelis Ad Hoc has to be dissolved by each term, great thing to pursue – should we be thinking about the term coming to a close soon?
  - Speaker Kelley: Would be up to transgression of senate to determine if they want to recreate committee
    - Mannam: Sooner we get to work on this, don’t think people are opposed. Set down what we want to do.

Sen Farquhar: Any initiative we started this semester, willing to take since a lot of us are very passionate about.

- Sen Nowak: I move to establish committee
- Nowak Great idea, important issue, committee will help us explore issue further.
- Motion passes.

- Sen Linder nominates Flowers.
- He accepts.

-Sen Mannam nominates Sen Farquhar.
- She accepts.

-Sen Chmielewski moves to cap it at 4 members

  A. Sen Mannam: I believe it would be beneficial to cap it because it’d be easier to schedule and coordinate.
    1. McNelis: I would recommend 5 because of tie breakers.

- Motion passes, open for 4.

-Sen Hanani nominates Sen Mannam
- She accepts.
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- Sen Mannam nominates Sen Burghard.
  - He does not accept.

- Sen Farquhar nominates Sen Mifsud.
  - He accepts.

- Sen Mifsud nominates AG Brueck.
  - She accepts.

- Sen Sheu nominates Sen Day.
  - He does not accept.

  - Flowers withdraws nomination.

A. Sen Farquhar: Went there and firsthand experience, I think I would be great asset to committee.

B. Sen Mannam: I feel like I’ve been working on this for a while, I am very passionate. This affects our fellow students and Arrupe College. If elected to this committee I would work hard on it.

C. Sen Henry: I talked to Anusha before, a number of friends of mine that will not be able to see to work against that happening. Want to be involved.

D. Sen Mifsud: I have teammates that will be touched by MAP. Not only a Loyola problem but IL problem and I want to be there to advocate for Loyola for other students that want to continue their education. Being on this committee will help accomplish that goal.

E. AG Brueck: Without echoing too much, I went with Paul and Jax to advocate to speak to representatives to best. I am neither an IL rep, but could speak for larger student body that there are from all angles.

- Motion to close meeting to candidates 6:16 PM.
- Motion to open meeting 6:22 PM.

**c) Mental Health & Wellness on Campus**

1. Sen Dumbauld: Bringing something to attention: been approached by students who have issues finding the right resources. We need to support because it is a silent issue but effects many. If we address this issue as SGLC it will be great for the student body. In philosophy class, professor talked about college being the time to push boundaries, very stressful. 8 students in his teaching career attempted suicide. We need to address this now.

   a. Sen Farquhar: Acknowledging this and raising awareness is important. Need to encourage resources. Point of clarification: looking to improve services? What is long term goal?

   i. Sen Dumbauld: we have good services but always room for improvement, especially with this issue. Awareness issue: we don’t talk that much about it. It is our job to bring this to the forefront with admin and students
2. Sen McNelis: I am glad this got brought up. Sen in past tried to work on this to address significant pop on campus. University should be helping them. Unfortunately issues and ideas don’t get as much attention as others.
   I. Sen Courage: Fully backing up. Not enough policies and practices in place. There is a stigma in this that shouldn’t be there. This will effect most people on campus- anxiety on test to severe depression. Mental health awareness week?
      a. Sen Dumbauld: A lot of groups on campus already concerned. Work with them more closely. Good for us and others, bridging gap.
   II. Sen Day: Student led support group meets Tuesdays. Will give more info. Fully behind this. Wellness center: lack of funding? Cannot back down from trying to find more resources. Bring awareness to mental health. Some practices on campus counter positive transitions. People missing class to receive care, then where have you been? Having to respond gives more anxiety. Need to help transition with resources.
      b. Sen Far Senators for personal reasons directly correlates to this. Working on this.
      c. Speaker Kelley reach out to Sen Dumbauld, look forward to hearing about this.
         i. Sen Dumbauld: I’ll be home for 5 days but here for both weekends.

A. Sen Dumbauld: A thing I thought of in regards to the election packets for election cycle to make it to senators that does not allow each other to sign packets? In order for them to get actual student body to sign their packets.
   a. Sec LaGrone: I do like the idea but I feel like ruling out senators may be a tad extreme, maybe think about limiting it instead, like allowing only 10 out of the 50 to be senators or something.

VII. Announcements & Upcoming Events
2. AG Brueck: Be on lookout for ballot opening up for excellence awards. Different awards to recognize.
3. Pres Chavez: Trying to put in order for Magis shirt by Friday. $20 for short sleeve, $25 for long.
4. Sen Bayo: Sign up for SGLC relay for life team.
5. Sen Courage hope we can still represent students and I think service hours are big part of it. Strategic plan challenges us to expand our understanding of the social realities of the poor and to employ the vast treasure of our Judeo-Christian humanistic tradition—along with our experience and expertise in accompaniment with those in need—in a collective effort to improve the condition of those in our community and world
   a. FRN is happening, amazing way to have names on list.
7. Sen Day: Reiterate message, to be able to support the more that volunteer. Email me to volunteer.
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- Nowak move to adjourn the meeting.
- Meeting is adjourned at 6:41 PM.